UNCLAS EF 70

CIS ONE ONE FIVE PT ONE PASS TO PCF 99/PCF 20/PCF 81
1. ON 23 SEP, PCF 99 ANSWERED A CALL FOR URGENT HELP AND WAS REQUESTED TO EXTRACT HDRMPF TROOPS IN CONTACT WITH THE ENEMY. DESPITE HEAVY FIRE AND A WOUNDED CREWMAN, PCF 99 WITH FIRE SUPPORT FROM PCF 20 AND PCF 81 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED EXTRACTION.

2. YOUR AGGRESSIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY UNDER FIRE ARE EXEMPLARY.

3. TO THE OFFICERS AND MEN OF PCF 99, PCF 20, AND PCF 81, WELL DONE. VICE ADMIRAL ZUWALT.
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SOG 01 3 PCF
TOR: 291042 SEP 69/D
296527 SEP 69 (ORIG)

P 251132 SEP 68
FM CTG ONE ONE FIVE
TO RUNUP3/PCF NINE NINE
RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT EIGHT ONE
RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT NINE
RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT ONE
RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT ZERO
INFO RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT ONE PT EIGHT
RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT TWO
RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT SEVEN
RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT EIGHT
RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT NINE
RUNUP3/CTU ONE FIVE PT ZERO

UNCLAS EMERGENCY EXTRACTION

1. THE RAPID REACTION OF PCF 99 TO THE CALL FOR EMERGENCY HELP BY THE BENGSON RP/PF FORCE AND THE SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE EXTRACTION TO THE TROOPS WHILE UNDER HEAVY AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE IS A TRULY COMMENDABLE PERFORMANCE.

2. THE ACTIONS OF PCF 22 AND 81 IN IMMEDIATELY COMING TO THE ASSISTANCE OF PCF 99 AND THE RP/PF FORCE AND PROVIDING EFFECTIVE SUPPRESSION FIRE CONTRIBUTED SIGNIFICANTLY TO THE SUCCESS OF THE EXTRACTION AND DEMONSTRATES EXCELLENCE IN COORDINATION.

3. TO ALL CONCERNED, MY HEARTIEST WELL DONE/SHANAHAN.
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CTF 115

RHMCSD/PCF 65

MCSD/PCF 70 - I HAD THIS BOAT.

TO: RUMUGKO/COMMNAVFORV

MCSD/CTG 115.1

MCSD/CTU 115.5.7

CL7AS

MARK TIME POLICEMAN

YOUR REACTION IN RESPONSE TO MARKET TIME POLICEMAN AND THE
COMPLETE INSPECTION OF 25 JUNKS EXEMPLIFIES THE EXPEDITIOUS, PROFESSIONAL
ABILIT Y OF MARKET TIME UNITS. WELL DONE. NICHOLSON - 2513492
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TOD 14082/25 MAY 69/TTY/ELM
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